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Grade 6

**We are going to work on this worksheet next week as well. Please put it in your workbook pockets.
** Once you are done, you MUST take a picture of each page and upload on my google classroom.
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Hyperlinked S1E02 Part 1 – No Easy Fix
a PART A Vocabulary -

Match the words with definition

Word

1.

Korean

Copy the word 2 times

beat

2. assistant
3. natural-born
4. executive
5. employee
6. overhear
7. generous
8. outfit
9. personalized
10. personality
11. annoying
12. chaperon
13. social death
14. prank
Definition
a. to win
b. to trick
c. a guardian; someone who accompanies and supervises a group, esp. of young
people, usually when in public places
d. giving more of something, especially money, than is usual or expected
e. bothering, irritating
f. born to
g. clothes
h. eavesdrop
i. helper
j. controlling, directing
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k. worker
l. being bullied and left out
m. character; what someone is like
n. specially made or designed according to the needs of an individual or to your own
needs

E PART B Expressions
a. sorta
b. made for each other
c. on second thought
d. no brainer
Meaning
a. It is so easy that I don’t even need to think.
b. Well suited to be in a relationship with one another, especially as romantic or
marital partners.
c. Sort of; this is used when the word you use is not exactly what you mean.
d. used when you want to change what you have said or decided

\ PART C Quiz
1. How many more steps were needed to break the last record? (
2. Juliette learned all of her (

)

) boss skills from Justine.

3. How many employees does Justine’s mother have? (

)

4. To Justine’s mom, which one is easier to handle? [ her employees

/

her husband ]

5. What is not true about Jake
① He is still looking for a date for the dance
② He is cute.
③ He tips much.
④ He likes one of the girls.
6. What is the password to Juliette’s phone? (

)

7. What is the white board for? It is going to be used as a (

).

8. What is special about the vests? (

)

9. What does “unlit” mean? (
10. (

)

) made Miss O t-shirt to (

) the soulsies.

11. Dad and mom are going to wear the t-shirt at (
2

)(

).

